
REHEARSALS / SECTIONALS 
 

“More important than the curriculum is the question of the methods of teaching  
and the spirit in which the teaching is given.”  - Bertrand Russell (20th Century British Philosopher) 
 

1.) ALWAYS have a plan for each rehearsal – as a leadership team (SL&DI), plan ahead and 
communicate with each other BEFORE the rehearsal begins, or establish this plan 
immediately following the previous rehearsal.  

• Discuss what needs to be accomplished and how it is going work. 
• Discuss who is going to be responsible for each part of the rehearsal 
• If you are not going to be “leading” a part of the rehearsal, you should still plan 

for what your role will be and what you will be doing.  And remember, you 
don’t always have to be doing something – it’s good to just be part of the 
section, to listen, and contribute from within.   

• Meet at the conclusion of each rehearsal to discuss the next day. 
• Arrive 10 minutes early to discuss plans at the beginning of the rehearsal. 
• NEVER “fly by the seat of your pants” unless you have to . . . but at the same 

time, always be ready to adjust to changes in rehearsal schedule, location, and 
goals. Veering off of a plan is often necessary or at least inevitable – it’s okay.  
But, don’t hesitate to get back on track, or re-establish your goals/plans for that 
rehearsal or those that follow. 

• ALWAYS plan for more than you can accomplish, then re-group following the 
rehearsal or segment. But, make sure to address any items you didn’t get to at 
your next rehearsal. 

• Communicate with other section leaders to share ideas or questions, and plan 
to work together when the schedule permits. 

 

2.) Pacing! Pacing! Pacing!  Knowing what you are going to do and how it is going to be 
accomplished is important . . . what pace you use is even more integral to the success of a 
rehearsal. 

• Have a plan! 
• Make sure you allow your section to play more than you talk. 
• If you can’t explain something in 2 sentences or less . . . don’t explain it! 
• Always REINFORCE . . . if you say or talk about something, immediately have 

the section play what you want.  Put your words into context – otherwise, it’s 
“in one ear and out the other.” 

• Utilize MULTIPLE section leaders/drill instructors.  If an individual or group is 
having a problem, allow one SL/DI to pull them aside – or make sure that when 
addressing the issue, it benefits the entire section. 

• Modeling/Demonstrating is an excellent way to expedite a rehearsal and 
reinforce what you are discussing.  This will help those who learn by hearing 
the music rather than the instructions.   

 

CAUTION – never allow the pacing to dictate the quality of learning and  
productivity.  Do not practice incorrectly for the sake of time.  
  

3.) Always SET GOALS (no matter how big or small) for each rehearsal/sectional. 
• Set goals for the season, for the show, and for the sectional. 
• Goals should include music, marching, social, individual, and group 
• Goals should be shared with the section (daily), as well as be created by the 

section (if section goals).  
• Begin with a big-picture goal or concept (end product), then work on “how” it 

will be accomplished.  This will lead to more immediate goals.  



 
4.) Always SHARE GOALS with your section.  The most effective way to accomplish goals is 

to make sure everybody knows what they are (and better yet, they contribute to creating 
the goals).  This should help create and maintain a sense of commitment, and the 
knowledge of said goals will provide order and focus to the rehearsal/season (hopefully).    

 
5.) AVOID the urge to work on music or marching that you already know!  Always start with 

the “hardest” or newest content and work from there. 
 
6.) ASSESS your accomplishments each day.  

 
7.) INVOLVE your section in the process!  In addition to sharing goals, share the process of 

rehearsal with the section members. 
• Ask for their feedback, what they think, what they hear 
• Ask for individuals to demonstrate, share, and model (music or marching). 
• Utilize your music majors and your strong leaders (those who may not currently 

be in a leadership position) to assist, model, provide feedback, assist 
individuals, etc.  

• Recognize/praise individuals – don’t always address the “group” as a whole, it 
can get redundant and impersonal. 

 
8.) Make an effort to GET TO KNOW EVERYBODY.  Make a personal contact with each 

individual in your section at least once a day.  This could be through conversation, 
inquiry, or a simple “hello.”  
 

9.) ALWAYS INVOLVE ALTERNATES!  If you have alternates in your section, they MUST be 
included in everything you do.  Keep them informed and make sure they feel like part of 
the organization.  Consider having one student leader (SL/DI) or veteran member act as the 
designated liaison between the alternates and the Drum Majors/MRD staff.  

 
10.)  UTILIZE MULTIPLE SECTION LEADERS/DRILL INSTRUCTORS 

• Designate one leader to lead each sectional/rehearsal – others should be in the 
section (not all standing in front). 

• Consider having one leader for warm-up, one for memorization, etc., but do 
not use the same leaders for the same process at every rehearsal.  

• Divide and rehearse the section by part (if divided parts) or by 
fundamentals/concepts (articulation, dynamics, etc.). 

• If there are no divided parts/multiple fundamentals, divide the section in any 
way that may provide smaller groups with which instructors can work. 

• Do not allow the same individuals to stand/work together all of the time. 
• Avoid having all leaders give verbal feedback, have one SL speak for all. 
• If you are not running the sectional, PLAY!  Move around the section and stand 

by different members, help individuals, address horn angles and posture, etc.  
Be a PART of the section. 

 
11.)  INCLUDE OTHER SECTIONS in your sectionals.  When planning, consider  

involving other sections at the beginning or end of sectionals.  This will not only allow 
the members to work together with different individuals, but also create a more 
diversified mix of instruments so that other parts can be heard and rehearsed.   Also 
consider mixing sectionals on Mondays – as long as there is an organized plan, this can 
be an effective way to “change things up” and create some diversity to what can become 
a repetitive process.  

 


